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Abstract
During the growth of <100>-oriented, heavily n-type doped silicon crystals by the
Czochralski method dislocation formation occurs frequently, leading to a reduction of the
crystal yield. Up to now, it is not clear where and why the dislocations form. Therefore,
heavily As-doped crystals were studied in this work in more detail by means of X-ray
tomography (XRT) and synchrotron X-ray tomography (SXRT) and it was possible to
localize the origin of the dislocations. From the data obtained it is concluded that
dislocations form during growth of the top cone of the crystals in the vicinity of one of the
four so-called growth ridges. These growth ridges are a result of the growth of the {111}facets, which occur at the crystal periphery in the four [110]-directions.

1.

Introduction

PowerMOS devices [1] are based on dislocation-free heavily doped silicon crystals
which are grown by the Czochralski (CZ) method. It is observed that dislocations form
more frequently during the growth of <100>-oriented, heavily n-type doped crystals
(>1x1019 dopants/cm3) than of heavily p-type or not heavily doped material [2–6]. The
occurrence of dislocations will cause the formation of grain boundaries and result in a
so-called “structure loss” [7]. Therefore, dislocations lead to a lower crystal yield, thus
dislocation formation has to be prevented. Whether the crystal is dislocation-free or not
can be distinguished by the appearance of so-called growth ridges on the surface of the
crystal [8]. These growth ridges are a result of the growth of the {111}-facets which occur
at the crystal periphery in the four [110]-directions. When dislocations form during the

growth of the crystal, the growth mode of the facets is influenced [9] and as a result the
growth ridge changes its form or can even disappear.
It is empirically known that dislocation formation often takes place during growth of the
top cone [10] of heavily n-type doped silicon crystals by the CZ method. This is also
underlined by the experimental results for the industrial production of <100>-oriented,
heavily As-doped 6” (153 mm) Si CZ crystals. In fig. 1 the relative occurrence of an
interruption of the growth process is shown, versus the crystal diameter at which the
growth runs were stopped due to “structure loss”. As it can be seen clearly in fig. 1, the
growth process is stopped frequently during the top cone phase. It is also known that the
shape of the top cone affects the risk for dislocation formation [10; 11] and the crystals
are therefore typically pulled with an acute top cone.
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Fig. 1: Frequency of the occurrence of a growth ridge loss in dependence of the
crystal diameter at which the crystal growth runs were stopped after the loss of a
growth ridge. The data stem from more than 2000 heavily As-doped 6“ CZ crystal
growth runs in industrial production.
But, it is still not clear where exactly and also why the dislocations form during the
growth process. Therefore, a systematic analysis of the phenomenon of the dislocation
formation in heavily As-doped CZ silicon crystals was carried out.

2.

Approach

<100> oriented, heavily As-doped CZ silicon crystals targeting diameters of 5” and 6”
with an electrical resistivity in the range of 0.002 to 0.004 Ωcm were characterized.
Dislocation formation took place during growth of the crystals. The crystal length, at
which the loss of the growth ridge occurred, as a result of the dislocation formation, was
detected visually. A photograph of such a “growth ridge loss” is shown in fig. 2. A growth
ridge can clearly be seen in the top region of fig. 2. Also, the so-called “surface facet”
[12] is visible on the crystal surface. In the lower half of the photograph a growth ridge
loss appears, affecting the shape of the growth ridge. Later on during the growth
process, the growth ridge disappears completely.

Fig. 2: Photograph of a growth ridge loss, which occurred during the growth of
the top cone of a heavily As-doped CZ Si crystal. The growth direction is from top
to bottom.
From these dislocated crystals wafers in distances of 10 mm apart from each other were
prepared perpendicular to the pulling direction and mechanically polished on both sides.
Moreover, one crystal was cut parallel to the growth direction in a {110}-plane, which
composed of two growth ridges on opposite sides of the sample. This sample was
grinded and polished mechanically to fully compose the two growth ridges within a
thickness of 1 mm.
The wafers cut perpendicular and the slab cut parallel to the growth direction were
characterized by means of X-ray tomography (XRT). The XRT-measurements were

conducted in transmission mode with the QC-TT system of Bruker, working with a Mo
X-ray tube and a detector in transmission mode with a resolution of 80 µm [13].
To characterize the growth ridge loss in more detail another top cone containing a
growth ridge loss was cut parallel to the growth direction in a {110}-plane. A sample was
prepared from this cut, grinded and polished. This sample was characterized in more
detail by synchrotron X-ray tomography (SXRT) at the TOPO/TOMO beamline of the
Ångström source Karlsruhe (ANKA) in the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) [14]. A
reflection-mode setup was used and the area near a growth ridge loss was mapped with
SXRT. The sample investigated by SXRT was later chemically etched [15], to analyze
the {111}-facets [8; 16] inside of the growth ridge.

3.

Results

When dislocations form during the growth of the crystal, they can propagate by different
means [17]. A schematic drawing of the propagation of dislocations during the growth of
the CZ top cone is shown in fig. 3 for a cross section parallel to the growth direction. The
dashed line marks the concave solid-liquid phase boundary during the growth process
for the dislocation-free crystal, indicated by “boundary for dislocation-free growth”. When
dislocations form they can propagate back into the beforehand dislocation-free crystal
on their designated glide systems. The distance dislocations can propagate back into
the beforehand dislocation-free silicon crystal is usually half the crystal diameter [18].
The ongoing growth of the crystal, indicated by the dotted line, leads to so-called “growth
dislocations”. These dislocations can multiply, resulting in polycrystalline growth. A
similar propagation of dislocations is described in [17; 19].
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Fig. 3: Schematic drawing of dislocation propagation during the growth process
of the top cone.
Seven crystals showing a growth ridge loss were selected to be cut into wafers and
measured by XRT. An exemplary presentation of such characterization is shown in fig. 4
for one crystal. The increasing wafer diameter indicates the top cone phase. The XRTimages of wafers 1-4 in fig. 4 reveal contrasts of straight lines induced by the
propagation of dislocations on their glide systems. Furthermore, these “glide
dislocations” are only found on three sides of the crystal cone. Thus, the propagation is
asymmetric. This was found to hold true for most crystals.
Starting with wafer 5 contrasts appear, which are not merely straight lines. Therefore,
the assumption is made that glide as well as growth dislocations are present in the
sample. No clear distinction is possible. When the dislocations density increases even
further, small angle grain boundaries form causing polycrystalline growth. Polycrystalline
growth can be distinguished by missing contrasts in the XRT-image due to a change of
the diffraction conditions (see wafer no. 11).

Fig. 4: XRT-images of wafers cut 10 mm apart from each other from a heavily
As-doped CZ silicon crystal. The progress of the growth process is from wafer 1
to wafer 11. Wafers 1-8 are within the top cone and wafers 9-11 are from the body
part of the crystal. Regions of glide dislocations and polycrystalline growth are
marked exemplary on wafer 2 and wafer 11, respectively.
As shown in fig. 4, a classification of the patterns on the XRT-images in “dislocationfree”, “glide dislocations”, “growth + glide dislocations”, “growth dislocations” and
“polycrystalline” is possible. The result of such classification of XRT-images taken from
wafers of the top cones of seven crystals is shown in fig. 5. The growth progress is along
the axis of the crystal diameter, from left to right.

Fig. 5: Classification of dislocation patterns of XRT-images from wafers of seven
heavily As-doped silicon crystals, where a growth ridge loss appeared. The
numbers mark the diameter of the first occurrence of a growth ridge loss. The
XRT-images of wafers 1-8 of fig. 4 compromise the red line with a growth ridge
loss at a diameter of 110 mm.
As it can be seen in fig. 5, the crystals start as “dislocation-free” or with only “glide
dislocations”, but not with “growth dislocations”. This confirms that the crystal growth
process was dislocation-free at the beginning. Afterwards, “glide dislocations” appear
followed by “glide + growth dislocations”. When no “glide dislocations” are visible any
longer (see e.g. wafer 9 in fig. 4), only “growth dislocations” are dominant up to a point
when “polycrystalline growth” can be recognized. Considering the different propagation
mechanism of dislocations, it is presumed that the transition area between wafers with
only “glide dislocations” and wafers with “glide + growth dislocations” marks the moment
of the first appearance of dislocations during the growth process.
The numbers given in fig. 5 represent the crystal diameter where the first growth ridge
loss has appeared. As it can be seen, the diameters of the occurrence of the first growth
ridge loss correspond well to the appearance of the first wafer showing “glide + growth
dislocations” in the XRT-images. Therefore, the formation of dislocations and the loss of
a growth ridge coincide.

A XRT-image of a sample cut parallel to the growth direction is shown in fig. 6. The first
growth ridge loss is marked by an arrow on the right-hand side. The dislocations can be
traced back up to the first growth ridge loss and even beyond in the presumably formerly
dislocation-free material. However, the resolution of the image is not sufficient to
distinguish glide and growth dislocations.

Fig. 6: XRT-image of a sample cut from a crystal with a growth ridge loss. Regions
in the top of the cone with dislocations are marked separately. The arrow
indicates the position of the first growth ridge loss. The dark contrast in the lower
left side of the image originates from cracks in the sample.
To examine the growth ridges losses in more detail, samples containing a growth ridge
loss were investigated by SXRT-measurements. The {660}-reflex of these SXRTmeasurements of one sample are shown in fig. 7. The contrasts marked as “aligned

dislocations” in fig. 7 are aligned along <112>-directions and are most likely 60°
dislocations with a burgers vector of ½ <110>, typical for misfit dislocations [20].
Since the dislocations affect the length of facets [9], it is possible to evaluate the X-ray
contrasts related to dislocations by analyzing the length of facets (not shown here). The
length of facets appearing inside of the growth ridge [8] was evaluated after defect
selective etching of the SXRT sample under the optical microscope. Contrasts, depicted
as “dislocation arrays” in fig. 7, did not affect the length of these facets. These
“dislocation arrays” are most likely the result of an insufficient quality of sample
preparation, whereas the appearance of the “aligned dislocations” reduced the length of
the facets locally. Therefore, it can be concluded that only the “aligned dislocations” are
present at the solid-liquid phase boundary during the growth process. But, it cannot be
differentiated whether the “aligned dislocations” originate from the growth ridge loss or if
the “aligned dislocations” reach the solid-liquid phase boundary from somewhere else
and thus, affect the length of the facets.

Fig. 7: SXRT (660)-reflex near the growth ridge loss. The top side of the sample represents the crystal surface. The
growth direction is from left to right and marked by the [001]-direction. The appearances of “aligned dislocations”
as well as “dislocation array” are highlighted by arrows.

4.

Discussion

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results presented so far:
-

Obviously, the dislocation origin is neither in the crystal body nor in the transition
from the top cone to the crystal body.

-

The dislocation origin was also not found to be in the thin neck, since the top
wafers are either dislocation-free or compose solemnly of glide dislocations.

-

The dislocation origin is during growth of the top cone.

-

The asymmetric propagation of the glide dislocations in the before-hand
dislocation-free crystal indicates the dislocation origin to be near the crystal edge.
A dislocation origin in the crystal center would provoke a symmetric propagation
of the glide dislocations.

-

The crystal diameters of the first growth ridge loss and the crystal diameters of
the first “glide + growth dislocations” correlate well. The growth ridges are lost
one after another. A dislocation origin in the crystal center would have provoked
all growth ridges to be lost at once.

-

Dislocations depicted as “aligned dislocations” were present at the solid-liquid
phase boundary, affecting the length of the facts and therefore the development
of the growth ridge.

In summary, the authors conclude that it is highly likely for the origin of the first
dislocations to be found near the crystal surface of the top cone or even in the vicinity of
one of the growth ridges in the top cone.
These growth ridges compose of {111}-facets growing inside of the growth ridges [8; 16].
It could be possible that the facets are related to the formation of the dislocations. In
literature it was shown that during the growth of InP the interruption of large facets led to
the formation of twins [21; 22]. Although twin formation is a common phenomenon for IIIV semiconductors [23–29], it is negligible for CZ growth of Si, since the risk for twinning
is proportional to the ionicity and inverse proportional to the stacking fault energy [21;
30] and the stacking fault energy is highest in Si [30; 31]. Therefore, a more detailed
view on the growth of these facets is necessary to clarify their influence on the risk of
dislocation formation in heavily n-type doped Si.

5.

Conclusion

In <100> oriented, heavily n-type doped silicon crystals grown by the Czochralski
method dislocation forms frequently during growth of the top cone. The results from the
XRT- and SXRT-measurements imply that the dislocation origin is near the growth
ridges, which consist of {111}-facets. A further analysis is necessary to explain why
dislocation formation took place near the growth ridges.
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